Mechanism of substrate recognition by the ribotoxin, alpha-sarcin.
The substrate recognition and catalytic mechanisms of alpha-sarcin were explored with kinetic method by using synthetic 25-mer RNA mimicking the alpha-sarcin/ricin loop in 23S rRNA of E. coli ribosomes. The oligomer containing deoxy-G at the site of alpha-sarcin (G14) was a potent competitive inhibitor. The RNA having deoxy-G8 however, increases the Kcat value by about five times but without significant alteration on Km. Surprisingly, the deletion of G8 makes the oligomer become a strong noncompetitive inhibitor of the enzyme. These results suggested that there are at least two sites in the RNA substrate which are recognized by alpha-sarcin, one is the G8 bulge or at around its neighbor and the other is the GAGA in the sarcin/ricin loop of the rRNA.